
- Questionnaire -
Berlin Fellowship Program: Empowering Journalists in the Digital Field 

Please answer all six of the following question blocks by using this fillable PDF and submit the 

completed questionnaire together with your identity documents, your CV and a completed 

and signed application form, each as a separate PDF document (in total 4 PDFs). 

1) Please introduce yourself and your work briefly: What are the main topics of your work

as a journalist?
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2. Please describe your current personal safety situation in your home region. Are you
being monitored, targeted, persecuted or threatened due to your journalistic activities
right now? If so, to what extent and by whom?



3) Why is digital security important for you in your work as a journalist? Do have do deal

with specific threats from the digital sphere?

4. Have you ever experienced digital violence (such as Online Gender Based Violence,
Doxing, Impersonation, Trolling? If so, did it have an impact on your work?
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5. Have you ever participated in any other kind of training for digital security before?

6. The overall goal of the program is that the participants spread their new knowledge
about digital security for journalists once they go back to their home country. How and
through which channels would you share what you learned in the training program?
Who would be your audience you would like to address? Please elaborate.
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7) Do you already have experience as a teacher, trainer or with any other form of knowledge
transfer?

8) What would you like to achieve by participating in the Berlin Fellowship Program?

9) Would you be willing to return to your home country after your stay in Berlin as a fellow
of RSF?
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